P10041 Managerial Meeting Notes

- General Comments
  - Break up document writing
    - Do a draft, get feedback, repeat
    - Have a prototype completed to use during document feedback
    - Build other micro-kits while the documents are being reviewed
    - **Use Sue as a reference!**
  - Look at P10005 Test Plan
    - May be easier to structure our test plans like theirs

- Keyboard
  - Monophonic!
    - Polyphonic if time
  - P10010 using same microcontroller
    - Can talk to them to get more details
  - Make sure to have a time cushion
    - TO DO list sounds ambitious
    - Stuff may not get done over break
  - DEV boards that are expandable may be easiest
  - Phigid? They make accessories for microcontrollers

- Hearing Aid
  - Snap circuits
    - Can they be used with external speakers
    - Can resistors be changed/do they sell snap part blanks